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◦ The second offer in February 2017 doubled the offer (16% of our independent
valuation);
◦ The valuation by the Valuer-General’s Department (VGD) in August 2018 was just over
four times the initial offer (34% of our valuation).
◦ The zoning of the land prior to acquisition appeared not to be considered by TfNSW;
and
◦ We deemed these offers as wholly insufficient.


The matter proceeded to listing for the NSW Land and Environment Court.
◦ Hearings were to commence in May 2020 but due to covid-19 were moved to October
2020 – February 2021 via teleconference and Microsoft Teams video conference.
◦ At the time of writing this submission the judgement is yet to be received.
◦ Litigation costs have been substantial on our side (well over $1 million) which
necessitated the use of a large proportion of the funds received from TfNSW (based on
the Valuer-General’s valuation) to undertake such an action.
◦ Our team comprised two barristers, two solicitors, 2 valuers, a town planner, a water
and sewerage expert and various other support staff.
◦ TfNSW had a similar team of legal and professional staff.
◦ Through final closing submissions, TfNSW provided a final accepted value of 41% of our
first valuation. Over the course of the mediation and conferencing processes our team
has discounted our original valuation by 40%. Following this, TfNSW has accepted a
value which is still only around 65% of the discounted value.



The final outcome of the acquisition will be:
◦ loss of approximately 1/3 of the property, which is the best land with respect to aspect,
topography and therefore the most desirable,
◦ loss of road frontage,
◦ loss of a local historically important archaeological remnant site which was on the
parcel acquired by TfNSW,
◦ manifestly inadequate compensation which is not in any way equivalent to “market”
rates or processes,
◦ reduction in the capacity of the parcel of land for development or other uses
◦ over $1 million in costs for our side alone and with the spectre of having to pay “costs”
for TfNSW hanging over us,
◦ five years of battling a government department; and
◦ extreme stress imposed by the adversarial and intimidatory nature of the government
department and the process.



From experience of acquisition through the NSW Land Acquisition (Just Terms
Compensation) Act 1991 (hereafter termed the Just Terms Acquisition Act) we would
describe the process as extremely problematic, bureaucratic, intimidatory and as such
weighted against owners.
The system fails to discriminate between short term speculators and long-term residents
whose lives, homes and in many cases livelihoods are detrimentally affected. Fair
valuations need to be provided which are more appropriate to long-term owners and their
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loss, rather than the current system of adversarial, long and costly processes to screw down
the values in favour of the acquiring authority.
The government authority is privy to information that has not been released in the public
domain and can hasten or stall proceeding to their benefit.
The VGD is a government department. Despite sale prices continuing to rise in our area,
our valuation checked in the interval immediately prior to acquisition showed VGD
valuations for rate-able purposes declining. This appeared to be a strategy immediately
ahead of the acquisition processes.

The Aerotropolis
 The Western Sydney Airport Aerotropolis planning processes have been conducted through
the NSW Department of Planning and the Planning Partnership.
 Information to affected locals on the Aerotropolis has largely been via newsletters.
◦ Local “representatives” on these committees do not have knowledge of our individual
situation nor have they liaised with affected residents and therefore cannot be said to
adequately represent us.
 We have not received nor been offered one-on-one consultation in relation to proposed
impacts on our property or the wider village in the lead-up to the (State Environmental
Planning Policy (SEPP) and Draft Precinct Plans.
◦ A thirty minute Zoom meeting appointment was offered to members of the community
following media reports towards the end of the consultation period in March 2021. The
number of these were limited and the booking process problematic due to high
demand.


On 1 October 2021 our land was re-zoned from Low Density Residential (LDR) to
Agribusiness with an Agri-Park “overlay”, with a museum, bike paths and a public road to be
included on our land;
◦ No individual contact was made with us regarding this change;
◦ No consideration has been given to the huge negative financial impacts of this downgrading of our zoning;
▪ No compensation has been offered for the downgrading of zoning;
▪ No consideration has been made to acquiring any of the land for the proposed
public purposes (museum, parkland, bike-paths and roads);
▪ No consideration has been given to the loss of two dwellings for the proposed
widening of the road;
▪ No information has been provided on the effect this will have on ongoing costs such
as Council Rates; and
▪ Existing usage rights were set at the time of this zoning implementation which
severely limits people’s ongoing domestic and commercial arrangements
◦ Time frames for the fruition of the “Aerotropolis vision” have been put at between 5
and 30 years.
▪ There are only limited plans to acquire small amounts of land for public purposes;
▪ Advice from one of the planners was that the way the parkland “vision”
would/could be realised is by developers purchasing the property in the future and
offering it up as parkland in order to offset development contributions. This
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given our valuations, we would never have accepted offers as low as those of the NSW government
department’s offers. We would have waited for a buyer offering much more and closer to our
valuation.
This fact was later demonstrated by a local family whose land had not yet been acquired but went
to the open market at which TfNSW had to bid in the commercial arena. The outcome of this was
grossly different to the offers received by those undergoing acquisition. The details of this purchase
were not provided by TfNSW during the mediation process and we had to subpoena documents
with respect to this and other purchases during the L&E court hearing.
Essentially, we will have ended up with less than half the funds of our original valuation and that
means we have been forced to lose or “donate” half the value of our land for the RMS/TfNSW road
works through what is a forced acquisition.
There is also no account taken for generational owners such as our family who have been resident
in Luddenham since the 1850s and on this particular land since the 1920s. It is totally unacceptable
that these forced acquisitions result in such bad outcomes for long- term landowners like us. This
results in the loss of a key part of our treasured and long-held property, of approximately 100 years
in the same family.
The new Northern Road realignment opened on 13 December 2020 but as at June 30, 2021, the
judgement has yet to be delivered. We have been advised the judgement is not appealable. So
despite the nature of the judgement, that will be final.
Other Consequences
There are other consequences of the acquisition. For example, the part compensation payment
made by the NSW Government of the VGD valuation has allowed us to fund our Land and
Environment Court legal and professional costs. However, we have been advised throughout the
protracted process that we would need to repay some of the compensation should the matter go
against us and costs could be awarded against us. In addition, despite the absolute requirement of
a town planner to act on our behalf, during both the mediation and court process, TfNSW have
refused to include the costs of our town planner in the process.
Given the ongoing situation we have not been in a position to buy an alternate property with the
proceeds. According to tax regulations, as we understand them, the purchase of a similar property
with the proceeds within a year or so, would mean there would be no tax liability.
This means when this process is finally finished, we will also likely be subject to taxation on any
compensation funds, as well as on income earned from the compensation funds which were
invested to pay ongoing costs. This will be a “double-whammy”.
The inability to use funds to purchase an alternate property within the same real estate market
(2018) also means that by the time the matter is finally settled, the market has moved on
substantially in 2021 and we will not be in a position to re-enter the market to buy like for like
within the area or region.
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1 house and agricultural sheds were demolished along with a significant proportion of land
acquired
our best land was taken at
the new road came to within several metres of the
house and cut their
land in two, with, we understand, a refusal to issue a separate DP number for the remnant
land across the road; and
the house on the opposite side of
Road
) had the road running
very close to their home in preference to moving the road closer to a phone tower.

That is not to mention the loss of 2 or 3 other homes and properties closer to Elizabeth Drive.
We have been told that one family who lost their home and half of their 5 acre property from
which they ran their business did not receive sufficient funds to purchase a house (circa 1980’s) on
a house block in the housing estate of Luddenham village. They had to get a $200,000 mortgage to
do so and as elderly 1st generation migrants it appears the process was severely unfair to them and
took advantage of their vulnerability. All in all a very destructive, disruptive and stressful situation
for the elderly owners, with court cases still ongoing for at least two property holdings.
The information we received from TfNSW regarding the plan for our land changed without our
knowledge during construction and subsequently again during the L&E court proceedings.
For instance, the tract of land earmarked to be taken from us had a high elevation running south to
north and sloping to the east. This was ostensibly so the road would run along the elevated
section, with a 9m high embankment and bridge across
Road, continuing through the
properties across the
Road.
During the mediation process it became apparent that contrary to the plans we had been shown
that the road was in cut and this cut was dramatically increased. Soil had been piled up along the
new fence line which we were told would be removed for the fill sections of the road. Two days
prior to the court visit of the subject land a mound was constructed and formed up. The following
day a team was seen installing drainage and planting at either end.
If the original plan had been for the road to be in cut, the property which was acquired next to
ours (
) could have been used entirely for the road (as it sloped/undulated south to
north) without the need to acquire our property. It would have also meant the neighbouring
property at
Road would have possibly not had to have their land acquired and split in
two.
Process for Acquisition
The process for the acquisition was as follows:
 Consultation re: options for the new Northern Road Realignment with submissions and
community consultation, including letter box drops.
 One-on-one home visit – by the Engineer and community liaison officer.
 Valuation processes occurred. We had two separate independent valuations.
 First letter of offer – exceptionally low at around 8% of our independent valuations. Not
accepted.
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consultant’s company) and denial by the Planners that they had received it, despite an email trail
showing they both received it and agreed to lodge it on our behalf. It was not until 1 year later, via
ministerial correspondence, that we found they had not accepted it and, therefore, it had not been
considered in that round of consultation.
Consultation on this major transport infrastructure project has been inadequate. There have been
no one-on-one meetings with affected landowners prior to the publication of the Draft Precinct
Plans. Just prior to the closing date for submission, thirty minute zoom meetings with a planner
were offered following media attention and local meetings held with politicians.
Obviously, that was a totally inadequate amount of time to tease out all our issues and to have the
planners across our concerns. It was an important way to bookmark our issues but it appeared to
be just another way of “ticking the consultation box” for the agency and the government.
The appointment Professor Roberta Ryan, the Independent Community Commissioner for
landowner concerns about the impact of land-use changes for the Aerotropolis also appears to
have been an afterthought. We are hopeful her contact with landowners will be more than
another “tick box” on consultation and the NSW Government will take on board the landowner
issues and concerns raised with her.
Conclusions
There have been a number of significant effects on long-term owners of the second Sydney airport
Aerotropolis, some of which include:
•
•
•
•
•

lack of consultation with affected long-term owners on the Aerotropolis SEPP and Draft
Precinct Plans;
the re-zoning of land which has been significantly de-valued as a result;
the significant reduction in flexibility in future use of the affected land following the rezoning;
the inability to sell or realise the asset at a time suitable to the owners; and
the 30 year horizon.

If this situation is allowed to continue, it means that we will be effectively forced to “donate” our
land to the Aerotropolis, with no hope of fair or just compensation at the previous Low Density
Residential zoning value or possibility of sale at a time of our choosing. This is a very stressful and
totally inappropriate situation for us, as well as other owners in similar situations.
We recommend that the NSW Government
•
•

provide owners, such as ourselves, with the opportunity to be compensated for the loss of
value associated with the re-zoning and at the previous zoning level, where it has been
downgraded through the Aerotropolis re-zoning process.
Provide owners of land identified as parkland or environmental zoning, for example, with
the opportunity for their land to be acquired (at their convenience) for a fair, market value.
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